Street Farm, Tackley
Excavation of Roman Occupation and Villa at Street Farm
Background
An ongoing archaeological excavation is currently taking place at Street Farm,

what they are and whether they represents single or multiple events of use. The

Tackley in advance of a residential development on the site. The work is being

slots are used to retrieve artefacts such as pottery for dating and the recovery

carried out by a team of archaeologists from Thames Valley Archaeological

of samples to examine environmental evidence such as from seeds and cereal

Services, commissioned by Deanfield Homes.

grains preserved by charring. Organic remains (e.g. charcoal or bone) also

Oxfordshire County Council Historic and Natural Environment Team, who

allow for radiocarbon dating. When linear features such as ditches or gullies

advise on archaeology in the planning process, identifed this site as having

are encountered a number of slots are dug. The features are then hand drawn,

archaeological potential. A previous trial trenching investigation on the site

photographed and a written record created for each excavated slot. The dating

identified a large number of features, including Roman mortar floors and stone-

of archaeological features and ultimately the site, primarily comes from pottery

built structures, highlighting the need for further investigation which has resulted

evidence, however, when this is not available relative dating can be used (i.e.

in the excavations now underway. A single area was proposed for excavation,

‘earlier than’ or ‘later than’).

with a little over 66% being completed so far.

A number of the features, including the walls and floors, at Street Farm can

Methods in archaeology

be relatively dated as some visibly overlie earlier features. Where the relationship

Most archaeology in a rural setting, as here, lies just below the topsoil with cut

is unclear between two features a slot is dug over both to attempt to establish

features dug directly into the natural geology. When archaeological features are

the correct sequence, which can usually be seen by different colours or textures

encountered slots are dug in order to examine a section of the infill and establish

in the soil.
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The Excavation
The excavation commenced with the removal of the top and subsoil by mechanical

the bedding layer for tiles which have since been removed, has been uncovered

excavator to reveal the archaeological features cut into the natural geology (loose

in a larger room which has signs of later subdivisions being constructed on top

gravelly limestone). The stripping has revealed a range of archaeological features

of the floor, while a cobbled stone surface is located outside. A stone square at

comprising ditches, gullies, pits and postholes. Approximately two-thirds of the

the north-western end of the building contains a few rows of tesserae, possibly

site is covered with a thick dark layer containing demolition rubble (stone and

indicating the location of a section of mosaic. Not all of the walls have survived

ceramic tiles), under which was discovered the stone-built Roman villa. Early

in situ. Although there are lengths of complete wall there are also sections where

indications from pottery evidence and relative dating identify that the site has

the stone has been removed, leaving a robber trench (i.e. the stone has been

three phases of occupation: early Roman, mid Roman and late Roman. The

‘robbed’ out) or just the mortar foundations.

main features on the site are a series of ditched enclosures, some pit clusters, a
grave and the demolition rubble overlying the stone-built structures. Enclosures
can be interpreted in a number of ways such as: areas to hold livestock, areas
to exclude livestock or areas to define burial or ceremonial sites.
The collection of features which dominate the site are the layer of demolition
rubble and the stone-built structure which lies beneath it. Initial investigation
shows that the main building is rectangular and measures 30m x 17m with an
external enclosure wall to the north-west. A second dense area of rubble may
indicate the presence of a second building to the south-east of the first. The
ongoing excavation and cleaning of the main building has so far identified its
outline as well as several internal walls showing various size of internal room
as well as a corridor at its south-eastern end. An area of mortar floor, possibly

